A few intrepid canine
culinary explorers posted on
Instagram, just for fun—and
when we stumbled onto their
accounts, this cookbook was
born. Now, dogs are hungry
for more. Post your creation
and tag @WestPawUS.

Winter Wonderland Tux
When the weather beyond the dog door gets too gnarly, bring a winter
wonderland inside. A single quail egg surprise awaits in healthy Greek
yogurt, and it’s all merrily sprinkled with meaty treats and bright herbal and
fruit flavors. It’s wild out there—and in this inventive snackaroo, too.

Ingredients & Materials

Directions

• Quail Egg*
• 3 Freeze-Dried Raw Beef Heart Treats
from West Paw. If they’re too large for
the opening, use scissors to cut the
treat in half
• 2 large spoonfuls Plain Greek Yogurt
• 1 tsp Dog-Safe green ingredients of
your choice (e.g. Broccoli, parsley, mint,
green bean)
• 1 tsp Dog-Safe red ingredients
(i.e. raspberries, apple, strawberry,
cranberry)
• Large or small Tux®

1. Place the quail egg or egg portion into the Tux first.
2. Next, add the West Paw treats.
3. Using a spoon or squeeze bottle, fill the space with Plain Greek
Yogurt. You want your West Paw Treats and egg to be fully covered.
4. If you’d like to serve frozen, place in the freezer for minimum 4 hours.
5. Now for the decorating. Break up the red and green ingredients
(I chose parsley and raspberry) to create festive colors. For extra
dazzle, bust out fun holiday frozen molds to make snowflakes out of
leftover Greek yogurt.
6. Serve and cozily enjoy.
Tag us @WestPawUS.

Quail eggs can often be found in
the frozen pet food section at your
local pet store. Raw or cooked
works; however you or your pet prefer!
If you don’t have quail eggs, part of a
hard-boiled chicken egg will do just fine.

Nutritional Nod
The American Grassfed® Certification
guarantees our Beef Heart and Beef
Liver treats come from healthy ranches.
Grass-fed meat is lean, yet packed with
good fats, antioxidants, vitamins, and
minerals—and wag-worthy flavor.
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